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Abstract—Consider a user who has issued a keyword query to
a search engine. We study the effective suggestion of alternative
keyword queries to the user, which are semantically relevant
to the original query and they have as results documents
that correspond to objects near the user’s location. For this
purpose, we propose a weighted keyword-document graph which
captures semantic and proximity relevance between queries and
documents. Then, we use the graph to suggest queries that are
near in terms of graph distance to the original queries. To make
our framework scalable, we propose a partition-based approach
that greatly outperforms the baseline algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Keyword suggestion (a.k.a query suggestion) has become
a key feature of commercial Web search engines. After sub-
mitting a keyword query, the user may not be satisfied with
the results, so the keyword suggestion module of the engine
recommends a set of alternative queries that are most likely to
refine the user’s search in the right direction. Effective keyword
suggestion methods are based on click information from query
logs [6] and query session data [8], or query topic models
[3]. New keyword suggestions can be determined according
to their semantic relevance to the original keyword query.
However, to our knowledge, none of the existing methods
provide location-aware keyword query suggestion, such that
the suggested queries retrieve documents not only related to
the user information needs but also located near the user
location. This requirement emerges due to the popularity of
spatial keyword search [9].

In this paper, we propose the first Location-aware Keyword
query Suggestion (LKS) framework. We illustrate the benefit
of LKS using a toy example. Consider five geo-documents
d1–d5 as listed in Figure 1(a). Each document di is associated
with a location di.λ as shown in Figure 1(b). Assume that a
user issues a keyword query kq = “seafood” at location λq ,
shown in Figure 1(b). Note that the relevant documents d1–
d3 (containing “seafood”) are far from λq . A location-aware
suggestion is “lobster”, which can retrieve nearby documents
d4 and d5 that are also relevant to the user’s original search
intention. Previous keyword query suggestion models (e.g.,
[4]) ignore the user location and would suggest “fish”, which
again fails to retrieve nearby relevant documents.

II. LKS FRAMEWORK

Without loss of generality, we assume a set of geo-documents
D such that each document di ∈ D has a point location di.λ.
Let K be a collection of keyword queries from a query log.

d1 Fish and Seafood
d2 Fish Seafood
d3 Lobster Seafood
d4 Lobster Restaurant
d5 Lobster House
k1 Fish
k2 Seafood
k3 Lobster
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Fig. 1. LKS Example
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Fig. 2. KD-Graph

LKS, in a preprocessing stage, constructs an initial keyword-
document graph (KD-graph), which is what a classic keyword
suggestion approach that does not consider locations would
use [4], [6], [8]. This directed weighted bipartite graph G =
(D,K,E) between D and K captures the semantic relevance
between queries and documents. If a document di is clicked
by a user who issued keyword query kj in the query log, E
contains an edge e from kj to di and an edge e′ from di to kj .
The weights of edges e and e′ are the same and equal to the
number of clicks on document di, given keyword query kj .
Therefore, the direct relevance between a query and a clicked
document is captured by the edge weight. Furthermore, the
semantic relevance between two queries is captured by their
proximity in the graph G, measured by their random walk with
restart (RWR) distance. As an example, Figure 2 shows the
KD-graph (with normalized edge weights) for the documents
d1–d5 and queries k1–k3 of Figure 1(a).

Consider a user-supplied query q with a single word or a
phrase kq . In order to satisfy the location-awareness criterion
of query suggestion for q, we propose to adjust the edge
weights in the KD-graph based on the spatial relationships
between the location of the query issuer and the nodes of the
KD-graph. Note that this edge adjustment is query-dependent
and dynamic. In other words, different adjustment is applied



for each different query independently. Specifically, given q,
the weight w(e) of the edge e from a keyword query node ki
to a document node dj is adjusted by the following function:

w̃(e) = β × w(e) + (1− β)× (1− dist(λq, dj .λ)) (1)

where w(e) is the initial weight of e in the KD-graph, w̃(e) is
the adjusted edge weight, dist(λq, dj .λ) is the (normalized to
[0, 1]) Euclidean distance between the query issuer’s location
λq and document dj , and parameter β ∈ [0, 1] is used to
balance the importance between the original (i.e., click-based)
weight and the distance of dj to the query location. This
keyword-to-document edge weight adjustment increases the
weights of the documents that are close to the user’s location.

Let D(ki) be the set of documents connected to a keyword
query ki ∈ K in the KD-graph. D(ki) may contain multiple
documents and the locations of them form a spatial distribu-
tion. We propose to adjust the weights of the edges pointing
to ki by the minimum distance between λq and the locations
of documents in D(ki). Such an adjustment favors keyword
query nodes which have at least one relevant document close
to the query issuer’s location λq . Specifically, the weight w(e′)
of the edge e′ from a document node dj to a keyword query
node ki is adjusted as follows:

w̃(e′) = β×w(e′)+ (1−β)× (1−mindist(λq, D(ki))) (2)

where mindist(λq, D(ki)) is the minimum Euclidean distance
between λq and any document in D(ki).

After edge weight adjustment, in order to find the set
of keyword queries for recommendation, LKS computes on
the KD-graph the RWR score from kq to all other keyword
queries and returns the keyword nodes with the top-m scores
as suggestions. This can be done using the popular Bookmark-
Coloring Algorithm (BCA) [1], which we adapt to form a
baseline algorithm (BA) for LKS. The difference between BCA
and BA is that BA only retains ink in keyword nodes, while
all incoming ink to document nodes is redistributed.

BA can be slow due to the low rate with which the active
ink drops and due to the large number of nodes to prioritize for
ink redistribution in large problems. Therefore, we propose a
partition-based algorithm (PA) that divides the keyword queries
and the documents in the KD-graph into groups according to
their spatial distance and textual similarity. The partitioning is
done offline on the initial KD-graph. The original KD graph is
then transformed to two KD-graphs; one containing only edges
from query nodes to document partitions and one containing
edges from documents to query partitions. PA delays the ink
redistribution into partitions and adopts a lazy distribution
mechanism which temporarily buffers ink at each node until
the ink exceeds a threshold ε, in order to reduce the overall
number of iterations. Our experimental results [7] suggest that
PA outperforms BA by up to an order of magnitude.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of LKS and the efficiency of PA. Here we only
show a few representative results. Dataset TWEET is based
on tweets published inside the New York area. We extracted
phrases of length 1 to 10 from the text messages and used
them to model the keyword queries; we added an edge to the

KD-graph between a query node ki and a tweet node dj if dj
contains keywords ki, using the tf-idf score as its weight.

As a competitor to our LKS framework, we implemented
the influence tag co-occurrence (INF) method [5]. Given a
Flickr photo p published at p.loc and a tag t, INF retrieves
k tag recommendations that can be used as alternatives to t,
considering both the location and textual information of p.
To apply INF in keyword suggestion, we consider the co-
occurrence of keywords in the same document and exploit a
similar relevance function to the one suggested in [5] for tag
recommendation. For a workload of 100 randomly selected
keyword queries, Figure 3(a) reports the average number of
nearby documents (within 5% of the maximum distance on
the map) retrieved by (a) the original query, (b) the queries
suggested by INF, and (c) the queries suggested by our LKS
framework, when varying parameter β (in Equations 1 and
1). Figure 3(b) compares the similarity of the top-10 retrieved
documents by LKS and INF to the top-10 retrieved by the
original query. We used two measures; the ranking position
similarity (COS) [2] and the textual similarity (TS) of the
retrieved documents by the suggestions of LKS and INF to
the original query. The plots show that if we balance the
importance of semantic relevance and the spatial distance (i.e.,
β = 0.5), LKS is superior to INF in terms of both number of
nearby documents and relevance of these documents to the
original query.
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Fig. 3. Effectiveness evaluation
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